PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:
This program will present digital pathways that integrate CAD/CAM frameworks and bars with implant-supported interim and definitive prostheses. One of the digital pathways to be illustrated will allow clinicians a fully digital option when treating patients with full arch restorations including CBCT scans, virtual treatment planning with CAD/CAM dentures, along with computer generated guides and framework design.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
At the completion of the program, participants should be able to:

- Identify the benefits of using CBCT scans in treating planning edentulous patients with dental implants.
- Understand digital pathways that integrate BellaTek® Frameworks/Bars with full arch interim and definitive prostheses.
- Identify the clinical requirements associated with one CAD/CAM denture protocol and how it integrates into the digital pathway for treatment planning full arch restorations.
- Comprehend the benefits/limitations of computer generated surgical guides associated with full arch therapy.
- Understand Identify one set of clinical pick-up procedures associated with one computer guided surgical protocol.
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